UAccess Employee and UAccess Learning Unavailable June 22-23

To::
All Faculty and Staff
Names and titles:
University Information Technology Services

Date::
June 12, 2019

The UAccess Employee and UAccess Learning systems will be upgraded Saturday, June 22?Sunday, June 23 and will be unavailable during this time.

These upgrades will change the look and feel of your experience using UAccess, making it more intuitive and mobile-friendly.

UAccess Employee

Some of the main screen tiles are changing names.

The screen layout within services is changing to a simpler dashboard of tiles. The new layouts will be easier to use on mobile devices.

Time Reporting and Time Approval will have an easier-to-use interface and more options for viewing, entering, and approving time.

UAccess Learning

Search capabilities will be improved, to make finding courses easier.

Resources

To get a sneak peek of the new Time Reporting and Approvals, you can review the information at: https://www.fso.arizona.edu/training/payroll [1].

If you have questions about the upgrade project or would like to give feedback, contact UAccessEmployee-Feedback@list.arizona.edu [2]. If you have questions about UAccess systems, or have issues using them, contact the 24/7 IT Support Center at (520) 626-TECH (8324).
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